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Product search is one of the most popular methods for customers to discover products online. Most existing

studies on product search focus on developing effective retrieval models that rank items by their likelihood

to be purchased. However, they ignore the problem that there is a gap between how systems and customers

perceive the relevance of items.Without explanations, users may not understand why product search engines

retrieve certain items for them, which consequentially leads to imperfect user experience and suboptimal

system performance in practice. In this work, we tackle this problem by constructing explainable retrieval

models for product search. Specifically, we propose to model the “search and purchase” behavior as a dynamic

relation between users and items, and create a dynamic knowledge graph based on both the multi-relational

product data and the context of the search session. Ranking is conducted based on the relationship between

users and items in the latent space, and explanations are generated with logic inferences and entity soft

matching on the knowledge graph. Empirical experiments show that our model, which we refer to as the

Dynamic Relation Embedding Model (DREM), significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines and

has the ability to produce reasonable explanations for search results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Product search represents a special retrieval problem where users submit queries to a search en-
gine to find products. As the e-commerce market keeps growing1 and millions of new products
are introduced every day, search has become one of the most effective and popular methods for
people to discover products. According to a recent marketing report,2 the majority of sales on
Amazon comes from its product search service. Thus, the quality of product search affects both
user experience with online shopping and the profits of e-commerce companies.
Due to their applications in e-commerce, product search engines are usually optimized for user

transactions. In a typical product search scenario, users submit a query to a search engine, and
the system returns a list of products for users to explore. Items on the search engine result pages
are often sorted by their likelihood to be purchased so the number of user transactions can be
maximized in each search session [6, 17, 57].

Showing relevant items on the top, however, is not enough to guarantee the effectiveness of
product search. Existing studies based on this paradigm often simplify the problem of product
search by assuming that users will purchase an item as long as it is observed and relevant [6, 57].
They ignore the fact that there is a significant gap between the item relevance perceived by search
engines and e-shopping users [75]. Because purchasing is expensive and highly personal [6], users
often need a good reason to justify their purchases. As modern product search systems become
increasingly sophisticated, it is difficult for normal users to understandwhy search engines retrieve
certain items for them. A direct consequence is that users may not perceive a retrieved item as
relevant even when it satisfies their search intents.
Therefore, to actually optimize user purchases, a good product search engine needs to retrieve

relevant products as well as provide good explanations of why retrieved items should be interest-
ing to users. Previous studies on product recommendation have shown that providing appropriate
explanations significantly improves user acceptance for recommended items [26, 55]. It benefits
recommendation systems in multiple ways, including user satisfaction, system transparency, de-
bugging complexity, and so on [11, 15, 56, 74]. It is reasonable to assume that providing explana-
tions for retrieval results will be equally beneficial for product search.
Despite its potential, the explainability of retrieval systems has not been well studied in product

search. There are two problems that limit the development of explainable product search sys-
tems. First, purchasing is a complicated behavior, as it depends on multiple factors such as user
preference, product presentation, and search context. To provide high-quality explanations, we
need to consider the relationship between users and products from multiple angles (e.g., brands,
categories, etc.). As far as we know, no existing retrieval model can directly incorporate different
product knowledge for product search. Second, producing a readable explanation requires the sys-
tem to have logical reasoning. For example, the system should be able to infer that “Bob likes Apple
products” after seeing him search and purchase multiple products from Apple. An explanation is
reasonable and effective only when it is formulated based on well-grounded logic, while how to
construct such a product retrieval model with logical reasoning ability is still an open question for
the IR community.
In this article, we present our initial attempt to tackle the problem of explainable product search.

Inspired by the studies of relation prediction in knowledge base [12, 13], we propose to create a
unified knowledge graph on multiple types of product data and conduct retrieval with it. Our
motivation is to integrate multi-relational product information for search and generate explana-
tions with logic inference on the knowledge graph. Previous studies on knowledge graphs and

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/534123/e-commerce-share-of-retail-sales-worldwide/.
2https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/how-retailers-can-keep-up-with-consumers.
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embeddings mainly focus on modeling static data relationships that do not change. In product
search, however, the relationships between users and items are not deterministic among differ-
ent search sessions. For example, a camera lens is relevant to a photographer when she searches
for “camera,” but not when she searches for “toothbrush.” To solve this problem, we propose a
Dynamic Relation Embedding Model (DREM) that dynamically models the relationship between
users and items based on the search context. Although inferring the relationship of an arbitrary
user-item pair with observed data is often infeasible due to data sparsity [69], we show that reason-
able explanation paths can be extracted with our proposed method through entity soft matching.
Empirical experiments and analysis with Amazon benchmark datasets show that incorporating
different product knowledge with DREM has significant potential for explainable product search.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Wepropose a Dynamic Relation EmbeddingModel to construct a session-dependent knowl-
edge graph for product retrieval.

• We propose a Soft Matching Algorithm to efficiently extract explainable paths with knowl-
edge embeddings for search explanations.

• We conducted both retrieval experiments and case studies to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed approach in product retrieval and explainable search.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the related work. Then
we introduce our approach and how to extract explanations for product search in Sections 3 and
4. We describe our experimental setup and results in Sections 5 and 6. We conclude our work and
discuss future studies in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK

There are four lines of studies that are related to our work: product search, explainable systems,
knowledge embedding, and neural information retrieval.

2.1 Product Search

Product search refers to the problem of retrieving relevant products for customers to satisfy their
purchase intents. Previous studies on product search mainly focus on retrieving products based on
their structured aspects such as brand, category, and so on. For example, Lim et al. [35] propose a
document profile model to suggest semantic tags for each item based on their structural aspects,
so we can retrieve products by matching queries with multiple product aspects simultaneously.
Despite their success, searching with structured data cannot satisfy the need of e-shopping users
today, as their intents become more complicated. As shown by Duan et al. [17], writing structured
search queries (e.g., SQL) is usually considered hard and inconvenient for search users. In most
cases, queries submitted to product search engines are free-form text that is difficult to structure.
However, there often exists a large vocabulary gap between the descriptions of products and user
queries [6, 57]. Nurmi et al. [44] find that the words customers used to write their shopping lists
are often different from those sellers used to describe their products. Because of these problems,
IR researchers have proposed to construct semantic latent space for product search and conduct
matching between queries and products with their latent representations. For instance, Yu et al.
[65] construct a Latent Dirichlet Allocation model with product information and use it to diversify
e-commerce search results. Van Gysel et al. [57] introduce a Latent Semantic Embedding model
that maps and matches n-grams from queries and product descriptions into a hidden space. Ai
et al. [3, 6] constructed hierarchical and attentive embedding models that model the generative
process of user purchases and product reviews so items can be ranked by their likelihood to be
purchased given the user and the query. Guo et al. [20] propose a TranSearch model that can
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directly match text queries with product images. Bi et al. [10] use the embedding representations
of clicked items as context information to refine the ranking of retrieved products. Zhang et al. [73]
and Bi et al. [9] also extract product aspects from review data and build embedding networks that
encode both items and their extracted aspects for conversational product search and recommen-
dation. Besides latent embedding techniques, there is a variety of studies [7, 28, 30] on extracting
different text and product features and feeding them into learning-to-rank models for the opti-
mization of different product retrieval objectives. Wu et al. [61] manually extract multiple statistic
features from product search logs and construct an ensemble tree model to predict user clicks.
Wu et al. [62] developed a special ranking loss function that optimizes product search engines by
maximizing the revenue generated from online transactions. While they are effective for product
search on unstructured free text, it is difficult to extend these methods with structured metadata
and their relationships. As far as we know, our work is the first study that jointly models structured
and unstructured multi-relational data in a single latent space for product search.

2.2 Explainable System

While there have been a variety of studies on the transparency of complicated systems, such as
the interpretability of a machine learning model [27, 31, 42] and the importance of different rank-
ing features [25, 58], the concept of explainability in this article refers to a system’s ability on
generating human-readable explanations for its results, so users are more likely to conduct certain
behavior (e.g., clicks, purchases, etc.) after reading them. Explainability is an important criterion to
measure the quality of a production system and has been extensively studied for social and product
recommendation. Strategies investigated for explainable systems include straightforwardmethods
based on structured information (e.g., social tags, “people also bought”) and complicated methods
based on the generated topic aspects from text data [70]. For example, Sharma and Cosley [50]
propose to incorporate social network information for music recommendation. They generate rec-
ommendation explanations based on the social relationship between users and items. Zhang et al.
[74] conducted product recommendation with extracted product features and user opinions from
phrase-level sentiment analysis to provide explanations for the recommendation results accord-
ingly. He et al. [23] applied an aspect extraction algorithm [76] on product reviews and modeled
the ternary relation between users, items, and aspects to conduct explainable recommendation.
Tintarev and Masthoff [56] studied different factors that affect the quality of an explanation and
tried to build an evaluation guideline for explainable recommendation. Despite the popularity of
explainable systems in recommendation, there are few studies on explaining search results for
retrieval systems. To the best of our knowledge, this article is the first work that tries to tackle
the problem of explainable search for product retrieval. Also, different from previous studies that
attempt to create explanations directly with the recommendation models, we propose a post hoc
explanation algorithm that leverages the knowledge representations built by the retrieval model
to generate search result explanations.

2.3 Knowledge Embedding

Knowledge embedding refers to a technique that models multi-relational data by constructing
latent representations for entities and relationships. The goal is to extract local or global connec-
tivity patterns between entities and use these patterns to understand and generalize the observed
relationships between a specific entity and others [12]. Inspired by the success of collaborative
filtering in product recommendation [49], most existing methods for multi-relational data are de-
signed based onmatrix factorization or related approaches. For instance, Harshman and Lundy [21]
introduce a tensor factorization method for relation prediction. Singh and Gordon [52] propose a
collective matrix factorization method to improve relationship predictive accuracy by exploiting
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information from one relation while predicting another. Nickle et al. [43] propose a three-way
model to conduct collective learning on multi-relational data. Liang et al. [34] propose to jointly
decompose the user-item interaction matrix and the item-item co-occurrence matrix with shared
item embeddings. There is also another line of studies trying to tackle the problem with non-
parametric Bayesian frameworks. Miller et al. [41] experiment with a non-parametric Bayesian
model for link prediction on social networks. Zhu et al. [77] further improve the framework by
introducing a max-margin technology. More recently, the advance of deep learning techniques has
led many researchers to explore the effectiveness of knowledge embedding with neural models.
Sochet et al. [54] propose a neural tensor network to infer unobserved knowledge base entries
based on the embedding of entities. Bordes et al. [13] propose to embed symbolic representations
from knowledge bases into a flexible continuous vector space with neural network architectures.
Furthermore, Bordes et al. [12] designed a translation-based embedding model (transE) to jointly
model entities and relationships within a single latent space. He et al. [22] propose a translation-
based recommendation system to predict users’ personalized sequential behaviors. Yang et al. [63]
use the intermediate information embedding built by existing recommendation systems to ana-
lyze user-item relationships and create explanations. Zhang et al. [72] and Ai et al. [1] construct
knowledge embedding graphs to generate post hoc explanations for recommendation results. In
this work, we follow a similar paradigm with previous work but focus specifically on adapting the
existing knowledge embedding techniques for explainable product search.

2.4 Neural Information Retrieval

Neural technology has attracted a lot of attention in the IR community in recent years. There
has been a variety of neural models proposed for different information retrieval tasks such as ad
hoc retrieval [4], question answering [64], and recommendation [24]. For example, Huang et al.
[29] propose to embed tri-grams with neural network and generate rank lists according to the
cosine similarity between the aggregated tri-gram embeddings of queries and documents. Vulić
and Moens [59] conduct multi-lingual retrieval by representing queries and documents with their
averaged word embedding. Guo et al. [18] categorize existing neural retrieval models into two
groups—the representation-based models and the interaction-based models. Based on this idea,
they propose a deep relevance matching model that explicitly models the interaction patterns
between queries and relevant documents. There are also many studies on applying deep learning
technology on other complicated retrieval problems, such as user modeling [14, 36] and context-
aware relevance modeling [2, 8]. Similar to Van Gysel et al. [57] and Ai et al. [6], we use neural
networks, especially the embedding-based neural retrieval framework, as the main technique for
the development of product retrieval models. However, as shown in Section 6, we also conduct a
systematic comparison of our proposed models and the state-of-the-art non-neural baselines.

3 MODEL DESCRIPTION

We now provide detailed descriptions of the Dynamic Relation Embedding Model (DREM) for
explainable product search. DREM jointly models different user/product knowledge and creates
a knowledge graph with both static and dynamic relationships. In this section, we first provide
an overview of DREM and describe how to conduct product search with it, then we discuss the
modeling of static and dynamic entity relationships in detail.

3.1 Overview

As discussed previously, explainable product search requires retrieval systems to be capable of
modeling and conducting logical inference with different product information. The relationships
between product-related entities usually are complicated and not injective. For example, an item
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Fig. 1. An example of a knowledge graph created by DREM for product search.

could belong to multiple categories and a category could include multiple items. One of the most
popular methods to model suchmulti-relational data is to construct a knowledge graph. In a knowl-
edge graph, each node represents an entity and each edge represents the existence of a certain re-
lationship between two entities. With this design, a knowledge graph satisfies the need of logical
inference, because any relationship between an arbitrary pair of entities can be inferred by the
path between them. In this article, we design DREM to construct a knowledge graph for product
data and conduct explainable product search accordingly.
An example of a knowledge graph created by DREM is shown in Figure 1. In DREM, each user,

product, and related entities are represented with vectors in a single latent space Ω. Two entities
are linked with an edge if there is a relationship between them. Each edge is labeled with a unique
symbol to denote the type of the relationship. To conduct product search with DREM, we create
a special edge named as Search&Purchase to model the relationship between users and items. In
a search session, a user will be Search&Purchase with an item if he or she purchases the item.
Thus, the problem of product search is to find items that are likely to have the Search&Purchase
relationship with the users.
Inspired by previous work on relationship prediction [12], we assume that all relationships can

be viewed as translations from one entity to another. Suppose that there exists a relationship r
between two entities x andy. Let x be the head entity andy be the tail entity; then, we can directly
get y by translating x with r as

y = x + r .

Therefore, any relationship in Ω can be treated as a linear transformation between entities and
represented with a latent vector that shares the same dimensionality with Ω. We refer to the latent
vectors of entities and their relationships in Ω as entity embeddings and relationship embeddings,
respectively.
The key of DREM is to effectively infer the embedding representations of entities and re-

lationships. Although a variety of methods has been proposed for learning knowledge base
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embeddings [12, 13], none of them is applicable to DREM, because the knowledge graph of DREM
is not static. Usually, user intent varies in different search sessions. The relationship between users
and items cannot be determined without the search context. Therefore, Search&Purchase is a dy-
namic relationship that must be computed for product search on the fly. In the next sections, we
describe how to jointly model static and dynamic relationships in DREM.

3.2 Static Relation Modeling

Given the formulation of entities and relationships in the latent space, a generic solution to esti-
mate the embedding parameters is to use an EM-like algorithm [38]. For example, we can itera-
tively minimize the empirical loss of (x , r ) by computing r as the mean ofy − x for all entity pairs
with r , and computing x as the mean ofy − r for all entity pairs with both x and r . Such a method,
however, is not appropriate for search problems, because it does not explicitly differentiate enti-
ties with and without the relationship. A trivial solution that gives similar representations to all x
and y in Ω could still have a low empirical loss of (x , r ) in practice. Based on this consideration,
we propose to learn DREM by maximizing the posterior probability of observed relationships and
minimizing the unobserved ones.
Let r be a static relationship between head entity x ∈ Xr and tail entity y ∈ Yr . Xr and Yr are

the sets of all possible entities that are of the same types with x and y, respectively. We refer to r
as static, because it holds for x and y universally, regardless of the search context. Inspired by the
study of embedding-based generative framework [5, 6, 39], we define the probability of observing
tail entity y given head entity x and relationship r as

P (y |x , r ) = exp((x + r ) · y)∑
y′ ∈Yr exp((x + r ) · y′)

, (1)

where r ∈ Rα , x ∈ Rα , and y ∈ Rα are the embedding representations of r , x , and y with α
dimensions. We directly optimize DREM through maximizing the log likelihood of observed
(x , r ,y) ∈ S (x,r,y ) triples for all static relationships as

L (S (x,r,y ) ) =
∑

(x,r,y )∈S (x,r ,y )
log P (y |x , r ), (2)

where S (x,r,y ) is the set of all observed static (x , r ,y) triples in the training data. As shown in Equa-
tion (1), P (y |x , r ) is a softmax function over y, which essentially assumes that

∑
y∈Yr P (y |x , r ) = 1.

Therefore, the maximization of L (S (x,r,y ) ) will minimize the probability of unobserved (x , r ,y).
OptimizingL (S (x,r,y ) ) directly, however, is prohibitive in practice. The computational complex-

ity of L (S (x,r,y ) ) is O (α |S (x,r,y ) | |Yr |), and the size of S (x,r,y ) and Yr can be large (e.g., there are mil-
lions of items in Amazon product datasets). To efficiently train DREM on large-scale data, we adopt
a negative sampling strategy to approximate P (y |x , r ) in L (S (x,r,y ) ). Negative sampling was first
proposed by Mikolov et al. [40] and has been widely applied in machine learning and information
retrieval tasks [4, 6, 32, 40, 71]. The idea of negative sampling is to approximate the denominator
of softmax functions by randomly sampling some negative samples from the corpus. Specifically,
we sample negative instance y ′ from Yr and compute log P (y |x , r ) as

log P (y |x , r ) = logσ ((x + r ) · y) + k · Ey′∼Pr [logσ (−(x + r ) · y′)], (3)

where k is the number of negative instances, σ (x ) = 1
1+e−x is the sigmoid function, and Pr is a

noise distribution for y ∈ Yr .
In fact, as shown by previous studies [33], the optimization of L (S (x,r,y ) ) with the negative

sampling strategy is theoretically principled, as it essentially guides the model to factorizing the
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matrix of mutual information between relations and entities. Let �(x , r ,y) be the expected loss on
a specific relation triple (x , r ,y) ∈ S (x,r,y ) based on Equation (2) and Equation (3), then we have

�(x , r ,y) = #(x , r ,y) · logσ (y · (x + r )) + k · #(x , r ) · Pr (y) · logσ (−y · (x + r )), (4)

where #(x , r ,y) and #(x , r ) are the numbers of observed relation triple (x , r ,y) and pair (x , r ) in
S (x,r,y ) . If we derive the partial gradient of �(x , r ,y) with respect to y · (x + r ) and let it be zero,
then we can easily get the following result:

y · (x + r ) = log

(
#(x , r ,y)

#(x , r )
· 1

Pr (y)

)
− logk . (5)

In this work, we follow the common practice of defining Pr (y) as the normalized frequency of y
in all observed (x , r ,y) for r , so the right-hand side of Equation (5) is actually a shifted version
of pointwise mutual information between (x , r ) and y, and optimizing L (S (x,r,y ) ) with negative
sampling is similar to factorizing the mutual information matrix of (x , r ,y) ∈ S (x,r,y ) .
3.3 Dynamic Relation Modeling

In DREM, we create a relationship between users and products named as Search&Purchase. Due
to the nature of search tasks, this relationship is dynamic and cannot be determined without the
search context. For example, Canon cameras could be linked with users when the query is “digital
camera,” but not when it is “mobile phone.” Therefore, the embeddings of Search&Purchase are
session-dependent and have to be computed on the fly. For simplicity, we represent the context of
a product search session with the query submitted by the user. Note that other session information
such as previous queries and clicks [51] can also be incorporated into the framework if needed.
Let q be the query submitted by user u, {wq } be the words of the query, andv be the embedding

representation of the relationship Search&Purchase. Then, we can computev with a function of q
as

v = f (q) = f ({wq |wq ∈ q}). (6)

Previous studies have proposed several methods to model search intents with queries in latent
space [6, 57, 59, 66]. Ai et al. [6] have explored and compared three options, including averaged
word vectors [59], non-linear projections [57], and recurrent neural networks (RNN) [45]. In their
experiments, the non-linear projection method usually produces the best and most robust results.
Suppose that the latent space of DREM has α dimensions, then the non-linear projection method
defines f (q) as

f (q) = tanh

(
W ·
∑
wq ∈q wq

|q | + b

)
, (7)

where |q | is the length of q, wq is the embedding of wq , andW ∈ Rα×α , b ∈ Rα are parameters
to be learned in the training process. In this work, we employ this non-linear projection function
to compute f (q). We tried other query embedding functions [45, 59] as well, but observed no
significant performance improvement in our retrieval experiments.
Similar to the modeling of static relationships, we use a softmax function to compute the con-

ditional probability of item i given user u with the dynamic relationship v as:

P (i |u,v ) = exp((u +v ) · i )∑
i′ ∈I exp((u +v ) · i ′) , (8)

where I is the set of all items. Again, we employ the negative sampling strategy to approximate
the log likelihood of observed (u,v, i ) triples as

log P (i |u,v ) = logσ ((u +v ) · i ) + k · Ei′∼Pi [logσ (−(u +v ) · i ′)], (9)
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where Pi is an uniform distribution for i ∈ I . Let D (u,v,i ) be the set of observed (u,v, i ) triples in
the training data, then the final optimization goal of DREM is to maximize the log likelihood of
D (u,v,i ) and S (x,r,y ) as

L =
∑

(u,v,i )∈D (u,v,i )

log P (i |u,v ) +
∑

(x,r,y )∈S (x,r ,y )
log P (y |x , r )

=
∑

(u,v,i )∈D (u,v,i )

logσ ((u +v ) ·i ) + k ·Ei′∼Pi [logσ (−(u +v ) ·i ′)]

+
∑

(x,r,y )∈S (x,r ,y )
logσ ((x + r ) ·y) + k ·Ey′∼Pr [logσ (−(x + r ) ·y′)]

=
∑

(u,q,i )∈D (u,q,i )

logσ ((u + f (q)) ·i ) + k ·Ei′∼Pi [logσ (−(u + f (q)) ·i ′)]

+
∑

(x,r,y )∈S (x,r ,y )
logσ ((x + r ) ·y) + k ·Ey′∼Pr [logσ (−(x + r ) ·y′)],

(10)

where Search&Purchase (u,q, i ) is the only dynamic relation in D (u,v,i ) . In DREM, u, i , and em-
beddings for all other entities are jointly learned with the parametersW and b in Equation (7). To
conduct product search for a specific useru with query q, we simply rank products i ∈ I with their
estimated purchase probability P (i |u,v ).

Empirically, the weight of static and dynamic relationships do not need to be equal in the model
optimization. To explicitly control their relative importance in the final entity representations, we
add a hyper-parameter λ in Equation (10) as

L = λ
∑

(u,q,i )∈D (u,q,i )

logσ ((u + f (q)) ·i ) + k ·Ei′∼Pi [logσ (−(u + f (q)) ·i ′)]

+ (1 − λ)
∑

(x,r,y )∈S (x,r ,y )
logσ ((x + r ) ·y) + k ·Ey′∼Pr [logσ (−(x + r ) ·y′)].

(11)

For simplicity, we assign equal weights for all relationships in most cases (λ = 0.5), but we discuss
the results of DREM with respect to different λ in Section 6.1.3. Also, in this article, we assume
that all users and items have appeared in D (u,v,i ) or S (x,r,y ) at least once. We leave the exploration
of cold-start product search for future studies.

3.4 Time Complexity

The construction of DREM includes two phases: the offline training of entity/relation embeddings
and the online testing on unobserved user-query pairs. The time complexity in the training phase
mainly depends on the dimensionality of embedding vectors and the size of training data. For each
static relationship triple, the computation of local loss (Equation (3)) is O (kα ), where k is the num-
ber of negative samples and α is the size of each embedding vector. For each dynamic relationship
triple, the computation of the relation embedding v (Equation (7)) is O (( |q | + α )α ), and the com-
putation of local loss (Equation (9)) is O (( |q | + α + k )α ). Thus, the time complexity of training
DREM in one epoch is O ((Eq[|q |] + α + k )α |D (u,v,i ) | + kα |S (x,r,y ) |), where Eq[|q |] is the average
number of words in each query, and |D (u,v,i ) | and |S (x,r,y ) | is the number of observed dynamic and
static relation triples, respectively. Because k and α are hyper-parameters, the computation cost
of DREM is linear to the size of the training data, which is considered to be efficient in general.
For online testing, each itemmust be assigned with a score to generate the ranked list for a given

user-query pair. As discussed in Section 3.3, we rank items according to the estimated purchase
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Fig. 2. An example explanation path from user Alice to item Dress through word “fashion” in DREM.

probability P (i |u,v ) in Equation (8). Because exp(x ) is a monotone increasing function and the
denominator of the softmax function is equal for all items, we can directly rank items based on
the dot product between i and u +v , which has O (( |q | + α )α ) complexity. Because we only need
to compute v once per query, the computation cost for each testing user-query pair is O (( |q | +
α + |I |)α ), where |I | is the total number of items in the product collection. Since |I | is much larger
than |q | + α , the overall complexity is approximately O ( |I |α ). To further improve the efficiency,
one can reduce |I | by adding additional retrieval phases to filter out irrelevant documents before
applying DREM. We leave these for future studies.

4 EXPLANATION EXTRACTION

An important advantage of DREM is its support for explainable product search. With the knowl-
edge graph, we can directly infer entity relationships and provide explanations of why retrieved
items should be interesting to the users. In this section, we discuss how to construct explanation
paths in DREM and extract possible explanations for search results in product search.

4.1 Explanation Path

We formulate the problem of explaining why item i is retrieved for useru as finding an explanation
path between i andu in the knowledge graph. Figure 2 shows an example search session where we
retrieve a dress for user Alice. As shown in the figure, both the dress and Alice are linked with the
word “fashion” by the relationship Write in the knowledge graph. Based on this observation, we
can say that “we retrieve this dress for Alice because she often writes about fashion in her reviews
and fashion is frequently used to describe the dress by other users.”

Formally, let Ωr
x and Ωr

y be the subspaces of Ω for the head and tail entities of relationship r ,

respectively. Then, we define an explanation path fromu to i as two lists of relationships {rku } (size
n) and {r ji } (sizem) that connect u and i:

u +
n∑

k=1

rku = e = i +
m∑
j=1

r
j

i
, (12)

where the head entity space of r 1u is same to the entity space of user u (Ω
r 1u
x = Ωu ), the head entity

space of r 1i is same to the entity space of item i (Ω
r 1i
x = Ωi ), the tail entity space of rnu is same to

the tail entity space of rmi (Ω
rnu
y = Ω

rmi
y ), and Ω

rk−1u
y = Ω

rku
x (k ∈ [2,n]), Ωr

j−1
i
y = Ω

r
j
i
x (j ∈ [2,m]). The

relationship rku and r ji can either be an identity relationship Φ (which projects an entity to itself)
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or any relationship in the observed data S (x,r,y ) and D (u,v,i ) . Here, e is an entity in Ω
rmi
y (Ω

rnu
y ) that

linksu and i with {rku } and {r ji }. Given this explanation path, we can generate a search explanation

as “we retrieve item i for user u, because u has relationships {rku } with e , and i is also linked with

e through {r ji }.” Therefore, the key of explainable product search is the finding of {rku } and {r ji }
given the user u and the retrieved item i .

4.2 Extraction Algorithm

Finding an explanation path, however, is difficult for an arbitrary (u, i ) pair. Because we only ob-
serve a limited number of relationship triples in the training data, the knowledge graph built on
product data usually is sparse [6, 69, 71] . In most cases, it is impossible to find two sets of relation-

ships {rku } and {r ji } that directly link the user u to the item i . To tackle this problem, we propose a
Soft Matching Algorithm (SMA) to extract explanation paths in DREM.
Let Ωe be a subspace of Ω that contains all entities with the type of e , and eu , ei be the projections

of u and i in Ωe given particular relation paths, then we define the soft matching score for u and i
through e ∈ Ωe as

S (e |u, i ) = log(P (e |eu )P (e |ei )) = log P (e |eu ) + log P (e |ei ), (13)

where P (e |eu ) and P (e |ei ) are the probability of observing e given eu and ei . Intuitively, P (e |eu )
and P (e |ei ) can be modeled with any functions that measure the similarity between e , eu , and ei . In
DREM, a straightforward method to compute P (e |eu ) and P (e |ei ) is to adopt the embedding-based
generative framework as described in Equation (1). This, however, ignores the length of the path
from u to i , and could potentially favor long and less meaningful search explanations in practice.
To explicitly encourage short explanation paths, we add a decay factor β and define P (e |eu ) and
P (e |ei ) as

P (e |eu ) = exp(eu ·e − βn)∑
e ′ ∈Ωe

exp(eu ·e ′) , P (e |ei ) =
exp(ei ·e − βm)∑
e ′ ∈Ωe

exp(ei ·e ′) , (14)

where β is a hyper-parameter that controls the effect of probability decay, and n,m are the length

of path pu = {rku }, pi = {r ji } that translate u, i to eu , ei . In this work, we set β as 1.
A summary of SMA for explanation extraction is shown in Algorithm 1. Let G = {Ωe , r } be a

graph where each node Ωe denotes a subspace of entity type e , and each edge r denotes a rela-
tionship that connects two nodes with weight 1. First, given an arbitrary pair (u, i ), we find the
shortest path from Ωu to Ωe and Ωi to Ωe as pu [e] and pi [e] with the Dijkstra algorithm [16].
Second, we compute their translations eu , ei in Ωe with pu [e], pi [e] and their soft matching scores
with e ∈ Ωe using Equations (13) and (14). Finally, we sort entity e from each Ωe ⊂ Ω with their
matching probabilities in descending order, and select the best path {pu [e], e,pi [e]} to generate
search explanations. We manually ignore the path that only contains Search&Purchase, because it
does not provide any information for search explanation.
Because the time complexity of the Dijkstra algorithm [16] is O ( |R | + |E | log |E |) where |E | is

the number of entities (or nodes) in the knowledge graph and |R | is the number of relations (or
edges) between the entities, the computational cost of SMA could be large if we want to explore all
possible paths in the explanation generation process. Thanks to the decay factor in Equation (14),
however, we could ignore the paths with more than a certain number of hoops (e.g., 4 in our
experiments) and limit the Dijkstra algorithm [16] to a relatively small graph for efficiency. Also,
because search explanations can be extracted separately with the retrieval process, one could apply
an asynchronous web service that shows the search results first while waiting for the generation
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ALGORITHM 1: Soft Matching Algorithm (SMA)

Input: u, i , β , G = {Ωe , r }
Output: path_set , score_set
Procedure Main()

1 Initialize pu ← {},pi ← {},path_set ← {}, score_set ← {}
2 for Ωe ∈ G do

3 pu [e] = Dijkstra(Ωu ,Ωe ,G )

4 pi [e] = Dijkstra(Ωi ,Ωe ,G )

end

5 for Ωe ∈ G do

6 for e ∈ Ωe do

7 score_set[e] = S (e |u, i ) // Equations (13) and (14).

8 path_set[e] = {pu [e], e,pi [e]}.
end

end

9 return path_set , score_set

Function Dijkstra(Ωx ,Ωy ,G)
10 pxy ← the shortest path from Ωx to Ωy in G;

11 return pxy ;

of explanations to avoid hurting user experience. We leave the exploration of how to efficiently
generate search result explanations for future studies.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe the details of our experiment settings. We conduct experiments with
Amazon product datasets and compare our method with state-of-the-art product search systems
including both text-based models [46] and latent space models [6, 57].

5.1 Datasets

The Amazon product dataset3 is a well-known benchmark for product search and recommenda-
tion [6, 57, 71]. It contains information formillions of customers, products, and associatedmetadata
including descriptions, reviews, brands, and categories. In our experiments, we used four subsets
of the Amazon product data, which are Electronics, Kindle Store, CDs & Vinyl, and Cell Phones &

Accessories. We use the 5-core data provided by McAuley et al. [37] where each user and product
has at least 5 purchases and 5 reviews.
Query Extraction. To the best of our knowledge, no large-scale query log is available on the

Amazon dataset. A common paradigm used by previous studies is to extract queries from the
category information of each product. Similar to Van Gysel et al. [57], we adopt a two-step process
to extract search queries for each user. First, given an arbitrary user and his purchase history, we
extract the hierarchical category information of each item with more than two levels. Second, we
remove duplicated words and stopwords from a single hierarchy of categories and concatenate
the terms to form a topic string. The topic string is then treated as a query submitted by the user
that leads to a purchase of the corresponding item. Because users often search for “a producer’s
name, a brand, or a set of terms which describe the category of the product” in e-shopping [48],

3http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/.
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Table 1. Statistics for the 5-core Datasets for Electronics, Kindle Store,
CDs & Vinyl, and Cell Phones & Accessories [37]

Electronics Kindle Store CDs & Vinyl Cell Phones & Accessories

Corpus

Vocabulary size 142,922 95,729 202,959 22,493

Number of reviews 1,689,188 982,618 1,097,591 194,439

Number of users 192,403 68,223 75,258 27,879

Number of items 63,001 61,934 64,443 10,429

Number of brands 3,525 1 1,414 955

Number of categories 983 2,523 770 206

Relationships

Write per user 777.23±1748.6 1174.23±3682.39 1846.88±7667.51 500.01±979.78
Write per item 2373.62±5860.33 1293.47±1916.72 2156.83±4024.15 1336.64±2698.30
Also_bought per item 36.70±38.56 82.56±29.92 57.28±39.22 56.53±35.82
Also_viewed per item 4.36±9.44 0.16±1.66 0.27±1.86 1.24±4.29
Bought_together per item 0.59±0.72 0.00±0.04 0.68±0.80 0.81±0.77
Is_brand per item 0.47±0.50 0.00±0.00 0.21±0.41 0.52±0.50
Is_category per item 4.39±0.95 9.85±2.61 7.25±3.13 3.49±1.08

Train/Test

Number of reviews 1,275,432/413,756 720,006/262,612 804,090/293,501 150,048/44,391

Number of queries 904/85 3313/1290 534/160 134/31

Number of user-query pairs 1,204,928/5,505 1,490,349/232,668 1,287,214/45,490 114,177/665

Relevant items per pair 1.12±0.48/1.01±0.09 1.87±3.30/1.48±1.94 2.57±6.59/1.30±1.19 1.52±1.13/1.00±0.05

queries extracted with this paradigm are usually sufficient to simulate real-world product search
queries [6, 57].
Entities and Relationships. In this work, we consider five types of entities and their relation-

ships in product search. The entities we used are user, item, word, brand, and category. We ignore
words that have appeared less than five times in the corresponding corpus. Also, we split hier-
archical category information of each product into multiple distinct categories and replace each
category as a unique symbol in the training data. For example, a two-level category hierarchyCam-

era, Photo→ Digital Camera Lenses will be considered as two separate entities and anonymized as
foo1 and foo2. An item that belongs to this category hierarchy will be connected to both foo1 and
foo2.
The relationships used in our experiments include

• Write: Word w was written by user u in their reviews (u → w) or written for item i in the
item’s reviews (i → w).

• Also_bought: Users who purchased item i1 previously also purchased item i2 (i1 → i2).
• Also_viewed: Users who viewed item i1 previously also viewed item i2 (i1 → i2).
• Bought_together: Item i1 was purchased with item i2 in a single transaction (i1 → i2).
• Is_brand: Item i belongs to brand b (i → b).
• Is_category: Item i belongs to category c (i → c).

The statistics of entities and relationships in the Amazon product datasets are summarized in
Table 1. Similar to previous studies [6, 69, 71], the observed relation triples in our data are highly
sparse.
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5.2 Baselines

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the DREM as a product search model, we incorporate five
baselines in our experiments: the language modeling approach for IR [46], a probabilistic retrieval
model (BM25) [47], an ensemble learning-to-rankmodel (LambdaMART) [61], the Latent Semantic
Entity model [57], and the Hierarchical Embedding Model [6].

5.2.1 QL. The language modeling approach for IR, which is often referred to as the Query
Likelihood model (QL), is first proposed by Ponte and Croft [46]. It is a unigram model that ranks
documents based on the posterior probability of observing the query words given a document’s
language model estimated with maximum likelihood estimation. In this article, we concatenate
the title, description, and reviews of an item in the training data to form a document for it and
compute its ranking scores with respect to a query q based on the language modeling approach
with Dirichlet smoothing [67] as:

log(P (q |d )) =
∑
w ∈q

#(w,q) log
#(w,d ) + μ #(w,C )

|C |
|d | + μ ,

where #(w,q), #(w,d ), and #(w,C ) are the frequencies of wordw in the query q, document d , and
the corpus C , respectively; |d | and |C | are the lengths of d and C; and μ is a hyper-parameter that
controls the effect of Dirichlet smoothing.

5.2.2 BM25. Built on the bag-of-words representations of queries and documents, BM25 is a
classic probabilistic retrieval model proposed by Robertson andWalker [47]. It assumes a 2-Poisson
distribution for observed words in the corpus and ranks documents with a statistical scoring func-
tion as

BM25(q,d ) =
∑
w ∈q

IDF (w,C ) · #(w,q) · (k1 + 1)
#(w,q) + k1 ·

(
1 − b + b · |d |

avд ( |d |)
) ,

where IDF (w,C ) is the inverse document frequency of word w in the corpus C , avд( |d |) is the
average document length, and k1 and b are two hyper-parameters for the ranking function. Similar
to QL, we concatenate the title, description, and reviews in the training data to form a document
for each product.

5.2.3 LambdaMART. As a representative study on applying learning-to-rank techniques to
product search, Wu et al. [61] construct a LambdaMART model for product search by manually
extracting a variety of ranking features for each item with their text data and user behavior logs.
In this article, we construct a learning-to-rank baseline with LambdaMART following the same
pipeline used by Wu et al. [61]. Due to the limits of Amazon review datasets, we cannot compute
certain features such as session features and time features, but wemanage to reproducemost global
statistic features and query-item features proposed byWu et al. [61]. Detailed feature descriptions
are listed in Table 2.

5.2.4 LSE. The Latent Semantic Entity model (LSE) is the first latent space model proposed
for product search by Van Gysel et al. [57]. It encodes queries and n-grams with a non-linear
projection function similar to Equation (7). It also learns the embedding representations of items
by maximizing the similarity between an item and the encoded n-grams extracted from the cor-
responding item reviews. Specifically, for each n-gram s in the product review of an item i , the
similarity between s and i in LSE is computed as

P (i |s ) = σ (i · f (s )),
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Table 2. A Summary of the Ranking Features Extracted for Constructing a Learning-to-Rank
Model on the Amazon Product Search Dataset

Global Statistic Features

Length The length of product title, descriptions, reviews.
Purchase The total number of purchases on each item in the training set.
Distinct Purchase The distinct number of users who have purchased a certain item in the

training set.

Query-item Features

TF The average term frequency of query terms in product title, descriptions,
reviews, and the whole document (title+description+reviews).

IDF The average inverse document frequency of query terms in product title,
descriptions, reviews, and the whole document
(title+description+reviews).

TF-IDF The average value of t f · id f of query terms in product title, descriptions,
reviews, and the whole document (title+description+reviews).

BM25 The scores of BM25 [47] on product title, descriptions, reviews, and the
whole document (title+description+reviews).

LMABS The scores of Language Model (LM) [46] with absolute discounting [68]
on product titles, descriptions, reviews, and the whole document
(title+description+reviews).

LMDIR (QL) The scores of LM with Dirichlet smoothing [68] (which is same with QL)
on product titles, descriptions, reviews, and the whole document
(title+description+reviews).

LMJM The scores of LM with Jelinek-Mercer [68] on product titles, descriptions,
reviews, and the whole document (title+description+reviews).

where i is the representation of i in the latent space, f (x ) is the non-linear projection function in
Equation (7), and σ (x ) is a sigmoid function σ (x ) = 1

1+e−x . Products are retrieved based on their
similarity with the query in the latent space.

5.2.5 HEM. The Hierarchical Embedding Model (HEM) proposed by Ai et al. [6] is a state-of-
the-art retrieval model for personalized product search. It is constructed based on a generative
framework that assumes reviews are generated by the language model of users/items and pur-
chases are generated by the joint model of users and queries. Similar to DREM, HEM learns the
embeddings of users, items, and queries by maximizing the likelihood of observed review data
and ranks items based on their posterior probability given the user and the query. However, HEM
only considers the information of users, items, and product reviews, and does not differentiate the
relations between different types of entities in the optimization process.

5.3 Evaluation Methodology

To train and test different product search models, we partitioned each dataset into a training set
and a test set. Following the methodology used by Ai et al. [6], we randomly hide 30% of the user
reviews from the training data and use their corresponding purchase information as the ground
truth for testing. We randomly select 30% queries as test queries, and if all queries for an item
were selected as test queries, we randomly pick one from the test query set and put it back to the
training data. After that, we match the queries with user-item pairs in the test set to construct the
final test data. An item is relevant to a user-query pair if and only if it is relevant to the query
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and has been purchased by the user. In this setting, all query-user-item triples in the test set are
unobserved in the training process. More statistics about our data partitions are shown in Table 1.
To evaluate retrieval performance in our experiments, we adopt three metrics, which include the

mean average precision (MAP), the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and the normalized discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG). For each user-query pair, we only retrieve 100 items to generate the rank
list. Both MAP and MRR are computed based on the whole rank list, while NDCG is computed
based only on the top 10 items. Significant differences are measured by the Fisher randomization
test [53] with p < 0.01.

5.4 Implementation Details

For QL and BM25, we used galago4 to index and retrieve items. For LambdaMART, we manually
extract features from raw data and build the model with an open-source learning-to-rank pack-
age ranklib.5 And for LSE and HEM, we used the implementation provided by Ai et al. [6].6 QL,
BM25, LSE, and HEM conduct product search based on the text information of items, which is the
same as DREM built with the Write relationship only. To further analyze the usefulness of other
relationships, we tested DREM built onWrite together with other relationships. We refer to DREM
with Also_bought, Also_viewed, Bought_together, Is_brand, and Is_category as DREMAB , DREMAV ,
DREMBT , DREMBnd , and DREMCat , respectively. DREM with Write only and the DREM with all
relationships are referred to as DREMNoMeta and DREMAll .
The latent space models (LSE, HEM, and DREM) are trained with stochastic gradient descent

with batch size 64.Wemanually clip the normof batch gradientswith 5 to avoid unstable parameter
updates. We train each model with 20 epochs and gradually decrease the learning rate from 0.5
to 0 in the training process. For baselines, we tuned the Dirichlet smoothing parameter μ of QL
from 1K to 3K, and the BM25 scoring parameter k1 and b from 0.5 to 4 and 0.25 to 1, respectively.
The number of trees and leaf nodes in LambdaMART are set as 1,000 and 10, respectively, and
we tuned the personalization weight η of HEM from 0 to 1. We also tuned the embedding size α
for LSE, HEM, and DREM from 100 to 500. To better illustrate the importance of different product
relationships in different datasets, we fix the dynamic relation weight λ in Equation (11) as 0.5 for
most experiments, but we will discuss its effect in Section 6.1.3. We will release our data and code
upon the publication of this manuscript.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we report the results of our experiments. We first present and discuss the retrieval
performance of DREM and baseline models. Then, we provide a case study to analyze the effec-
tiveness of DREM for explainable product search.

6.1 Retrieval Performance

Table 3 summarizes the results of our product search experiments on the four subsets of Ama-
zon product data. We group the models into three groups—the baseline models (QL, BM25,
LambdaMART, LSE, HEM); DREM with Write and another relationship among Also_bought,
Also_viewed, Bought_together, Is_brand, and Is_category (DREMAB , DREMAV , DREMBT , DREMBnd ,
DREMCat ); and the DREM withWrite only or with all the relationships (DREMNoMeta , DREMAll )

6.1.1 Overall Results. As we can see from the table, the relative performance of bag-of-words
models (QL, BM25) and latent space models without personalization (LSE) varies across different

4https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/Galago/.
5https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/.
6https://github.com/QingyaoAi/Hierarchical-Embedding-Model-for-Personalized-Product-Search.
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Table 3. Comparison of Baselines and DREM on the Amazon Product Search Datasets

Electronics Kindle Store

Model MAP MRR NDCG MAP MRR NDCG

QL 0.289 0.289 0.316 0.011 0.012 0.013
BM25 0.283 0.280 0.304 0.021 0.013 0.014

LambdaMART 0.180 0.181 0.237 0.028 0.029 0.018
LSE 0.233 0.234 0.239 0.006 0.007 0.007
HEM 0.308∗+ 0.309∗+ 0.329∗+ 0.029 0.035∗ 0.033∗

DREMNoMeta 0.291 0.291 0.319 0.036∗ 0.044∗ 0.042∗
DREMAB 0.283 0.283 0.312 0.043∗+ 0.052∗+ 0.050∗+
DREMAV 0.318∗+ 0.319∗+ 0.349∗+ 0.035∗ 0.043∗ 0.041∗
DREMBT 0.320∗+ 0.321∗+ 0.346∗+ 0.037∗ 0.045∗ 0.042∗
DREMBnd 0.314∗+ 0.315∗+ 0.340∗+ 0.037∗ 0.044∗ 0.043∗
DREMCat 0.299+ 0.300+ 0.360∗+ 0.048∗+ 0.056∗+ 0.056∗+

DREMAll 0.366∗+† 0.367∗+† 0.408∗+† 0.057∗+† 0.067∗+† 0.067∗+†

CDs & Vinyl Cell Phones & Accessories

Model MAP MRR NDCG MAP MRR NDCG

QL 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.081 0.081 0.092
BM25 0.027 0.018 0.016 0.083 0.081 0.115

LambdaMART 0.054∗+ 0.057∗+ 0.051∗+ 0.121 0.121 0.148
LSE 0.018 0.022 0.020 0.098 0.098 0.084
HEM 0.034 0.040 0.040 0.124∗+ 0.124∗+ 0.153∗+

DREMNoMeta 0.034 0.041 0.040 0.107 0.107 0.127
DREMAB 0.046+ 0.054+ 0.054+ 0.098 0.098 0.120
DREMAV 0.034 0.041 0.040 0.095 0.096 0.096
DREMBT 0.037+ 0.044+ 0.042+ 0.089 0.089 0.096
DREMBnd 0.035 0.041 0.040 0.134∗+ 0.134∗+ 0.152+

DREMCat 0.059∗+ 0.068∗+ 0.070∗+ 0.193∗+ 0.193∗+ 0.229∗+

DREMAll 0.074∗+† 0.084∗+† 0.086∗+† 0.249∗+† 0.249∗+† 0.282∗+†

∗, +, and † denote significant differences to all baselines (QL, BM25, LambdaMART, LSE, and HEM),

DREMNoMeta , and all tested models, respectively, in Fisher randomization test [53] with p ≤ 0.01. The

best performance is highlighted in boldface.

datasets. While QL and BM25 have comparable performance on all datasets, LSE outperformed
them on CDs & Vinyl but performed worse than them on Electronics and Kindle Store. As shown by
previous studies [18, 19], the main difference between unigram models and latent space models is
their ability to conduct semantic matching. The latter performs well when vocabulary mismatch
between queries and documents is severe, while the former works better in other cases. Our results
indicate that the severity of vocabulary mismatch is low on Electronics or Kindle Store, but high on
CDs & Vinyl. By incorporating personalization, HEM consistently outperformed QL and LSE on all
the datasets tested in our experiments. Because purchasing is a highly personalized behavior, in-
corporating user information can help HEM better understand the search intents of each user and
retrieve items that suit different individuals. The results for LambdaMART are more complicated.
While it achieved superior performance on CDs & Vinyl, it also produced bad results on Electron-

ics. Further analysis on ranking features is needed to understand why learning-to-rank models
perform differently on different product categories, which is beyond the scope of this article, and
we will leave it for future studies.
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After incorporating other product knowledge information discussed in Section 5.1, DREMAll

significantly outperformed all baseline models on all datasets. It obtained 19%, 97%, 118%, and 101%
improvements with respect to MAP over HEM on Electronics, Kindle Store, CDs & Vinyl, and Cell

Phones & Accessories, respectively. This demonstrates the usefulness of multi-relational product
data and the effectiveness of DREM as a product retrieval model.
In Table 3, the performance of HEM and DREMNoMeta is competitive in most cases. HEM and

DREMNoMeta are both constructed based on users, items, and their associated reviews. The only
difference between them is the method they used to model entity relationships. HEM directly uses
user embeddings to predict both review words and purchased items, while DREMNoMeta uses
relationship embeddings to project users into the space of words and items separately. According
to our results, the two paradigms are equally effective for product search and neither of them is
consistently better than the other. However, DREM is more powerful in terms of extendability,
because it creates a knowledge graph that can integrate different kinds of product information for
retrieval tasks.

6.1.2 Usefulness of Different Relationships. In our experiments, we analyze the importance of
different relationships by training DREMs with each of the relationships separately. As shown in
Table 3, the importance of relationships varies considerably on different datasets. On Electronics,
nearly all types of product knowledge brought benefits to DREM except DREMAB , which is built on
theWrite and Also_bought relationships. As shown by Ai et al. [6], the importance of personaliza-
tion for product search is less significant on Electronics than on other datasets. Two co-purchased
items in Electronics are less likely to satisfy the same type of user preference or search intent. For
example, users may not intend to buy a keyboard when they search for “mouse,” despite the fact
that they often buy keyboards before or after the purchase of a mouse. Therefore, the relationship
Also_bought introduces less information but more noise for DREM on Electronics.

In contrast to Electronics, the incorporation of Also_bought significantly improved the retrieval
performance of DREM on Kindle Store and CDs & Vinyl. DREMAB outperformed DREMNoMeta by
19% and 35% with respect to MAP on Kindle Store and CDs & Vinyl, respectively. This indicates
that co-purchased items often fit the same need of users in Kindle Store and CDs & Vinyl. This
is reasonable, because Kindle Store and CDs & Vinyl consist of books and music, of which people
usually have consistent tastes. If a CD is relevant to a query, then other frequently co-purchased
CDs are also likely to be relevant.
As shown in Table 3, we observed that Is_brand is more useful for product search on Cell Phones

& Accessories than on other datasets. On Cell Phones & Accessories, DREMBnd significantly out-
performed DREMNoMeta with a 25% improvement on MAP. According to a recent report,7 most
people have high loyalty to the manufacturer of their phones and 56% of people who currently
possess a smartphone used to own a phone from the same manufacturer. Thus, it is not surprising
to see that Is_brand exhibits high correlations with user purchases in Cell Phones & Accessories.

Althoughwe have split each hierarchical category into distinct categories and anonymized them
inmodel construction, there might be a concern that incorporating category entities in DREMmay
hurt the fairness of the evaluation, since the test queries are generated based on the hierarchy of
categories. In our experiment, we indeed observed that DREM with Is_category (DREMCat ) per-
formed better than theDREMwith other relationships onKindle Store,CDs&Vinyl, andCell Phones
& Accessories. However, it is worth noticing that DREMs without Is_category also significantly out-
performed the state-of-the-art baseline methods. In Table 3, DREMBT on Electronics, DREMAB on
Kindle Store, DREMAB on CDs & Vinyl, and DREMBnd on Cell Phones & Accessories obtained 4%,

7https://www.statista.com/statistics/716086/smartphone-brand-loyalty-in-us/.
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Fig. 3. The performance of DREM with different dynamic relation weight λ.

48%, 35%, and 8% improvements on MAP over the best baseline (HEM), respectively. Again, these
results indicate the effectiveness of DREM and the usefulness of multi-relational product data for
product search.

6.1.3 Parameter Sensitivity. There are two hyper-parameters used in the training of DREM—the
dynamic relation weight λ in Equation (11) and the embedding size α . To analyze the parameter
sensitivity of DREM, we plot the MAP of DREMAll with different parameter settings in Figure 3
and Figure 4.
Figure 3 shows the performance of DREMAll on different product categories with respect to

the dynamic relation weight λ ranged from 0 to 1. When λ = 0, DREMAll learns nothing on the
dynamic relationships, and search queries would have no influence on the final search results,
which means that the model will be degraded from a search model to recommendation model.
As expected, the retrieval performance of DREMAll with λ = 0 is significantly worse than other
models. When λ = 1, DREMAll does not incorporate any information from static relationships.
While it performs reasonably well compared to the text-based baseline models such as QL and
LSE, it produces inferior performance compared to DREMAll with smaller λ. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, DREMAll usually achieves the best performance when λ is larger than 0.1 but less than 0.7.
This demonstrates that both dynamic and static relationship information are valuable for product
search.
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Fig. 4. The performance of DREM and baselines with different embedding size α . The red solid line with
triangles represents the numbers for DREMAll ; the green and blue dashed lines with circles and squares are
results for LSE and HEM, respectively.

Figure 4 plots the retrieval performance of both baseline methods (LSE and HEM) and DREMAll .
As we can see, the size of embeddings has minor effect on the performance of DREM. DREMAll

obtained similar results with different α and outperformed LSE and HEM with large margins.
Therefore, in practice, we advise to start with a small α and increase it when necessary.

6.2 Case Study

To show the effectiveness of DREM as an explainable product search model, we show an example
knowledge graph created by DREM in the experiments and conduct a laboratory study to analyze
the performance of its search result explanations.

6.2.1 Example Knowledge Graph and Result Explanation Generation. Figure 5 depicts the knowl-
edge graph created by DREMAll on Cell Phones & Accessories for query “sports outdoors ac-
cessory electronics gadget fitness track.” Here, we show the nodes and translations of user
“A17V9XL4CWTQ6G,” item “B00GOGV314” (Up 24 Activity Tracker by Jawbone), and item
“B00BKEQBI0” (Pebble Smartwatch by Pebble Technology) in different entity subspace. Each edge in
the graph represents a particular type of relationship. Entities are connectedwith their translations
through edges with solid arrows. For clarity, we hide the item-item relationships (Also_bought,
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Fig. 5. The knowledge graph created by DREMAll on Cell Phones & Accessories for query “sports outdoors
accessory electronics gadget fitness track.” Six top-retrieved entities and the corresponding probabilities
(Equation (14)) are shown for each node.

Also_viewed, and Bought_together) in the graph. On each node, we show a list of six results se-
lected from the top-retrieved entities with soft matching (Equations (13) and (14)). Entities shared
by multiple lists in the same subspace are highlighted with colors. We use u, i j , ip to denote the

node of the user, Up 24 Activity Tracker, and Pebble Smartwatch, and use �SP , �B, �C to denote the
relationships of Search&Purchase, Is_brand, and Is_category.

As shown in Figure 5, given the Soft Matching Algorithm, we can find the following explanation
paths from user “A17V9XL4CWTQ6G” to Pebble Smartwatch “B00BKEQBI0”:

• u+ �SP+�B→Pebble Technology←ip+�B with S (e |u, i ) = −2.36.
• u+ �SP+ �C→Clothing, Shoes, Jewelry←ip+ �C with S (e |u, i ) = −2.63.
• u+ �SP+ �C→Jewelry:International Ship←ip+ �C with S (e |u, i ) = −2.67.
• u+ �SP+ �C→Health&Personal Care←ip+ �C with S (e |u, i ) = −5.84.

With simple templates, we can create four explanations for why the user should be interested
in Pebble Smartwatch:

• “Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something by Pebble Technology, and
Pebble Smartwatch is a top product of this brand.” (S (e |u, i ) = −2.36)

• “Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something in Clothing, Shoes, Jewelry,
and Pebble Smartwatch is a top product in this category.” (S (e |u, i ) = −2.63)
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• “Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something in Jewelry:International

Ship, and Pebble Smartwatch by Pebble Technology is a top product in this category.”
(S (e |u, i ) = −2.67)

• “Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something in Health&Personal Care,
and Pebble Smartwatch is a top product in this category.” (S (e |u, i ) = −5.84)

Similarly, for Up 24 Activity Tracker “B00GOGV314,” we have the following explanation paths
that connect it to the search user “A17V9XL4CWTQ6G”:

• u+ �SP+ �C→Sports&Outdoors←i j+ �C with S (e |u, i ) = −2.33:
“Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something in Sports&Outdoors, and
Up 24 Activity Tracker is a top product in this category.”

• u+ �SP+ �C→Health&PersonalCare←i j+ �C with S (e |u, i ) = −3.43:
“Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something in Health&Personal Care,
and Up 24 Activity Tracker is a top product in this category.”

• u+ �SP+�B→PebbleTechnology←i j+�B with S (e |u, i ) = −5.81
“Based on your profile and query, you may like to see something by Pebble Technology,
which is a top brand related to Up 24 Activity Tracker by Jawbone.”

Given more information on the query and corresponding products, we find that most expla-
nations above are actually reasonable. According to the query, the user is looking for electronic
fitness trackers. Pebble Technology is a company famous for its fitness tracking devices, while Peb-
ble Smartwatch is one of its bestsellers. Also, when the user is searching for fitness trackers within
the domain of Cell Phones & Accessories, it is likely that he or she is interested in wearable de-
vices with health tracking functions. Pebble Smartwatch is a wearable device well known for its
multi-functionality and stylish design, while Up 24 Activity Tracker is one of its competitors that
focuses on health tracking functions and has a cheaper price. It is reasonable to recommend the
former based on its popularity in Clothing, Shoes, Jewelry, while recommend the latter based on
its relationship with Health&Personal Care. In fact, the query word “fitness” is more related to
Health&Personal Care, and the user purchased the Up 24 Activity Tracker in the end.

6.2.2 Laboratory User Study. Due to the limit of our experimental environment, we cannot ac-
cess the original users of the Amazon product dataset to evaluate DREM in terms of explanation
generation. Instead, we conduct a laboratory study and recruit graduate students to analyze the
performance of result explanations created by DREM. For each of our experimental datasets (i.e.,
Electronics, Kindle Store, CDs & Vinyl, and Cell Phones & Accessories), we randomly sampled 50
test search sessions and the top-three explanations generated by the DREMAll for the first item
retrieved in each session. Because our annotators are not the original users who conducted the
search, it is neither reasonable nor reliable to let them judge whether the sampled result explana-
tions could satisfy the personal need of each user. Thus, in our experiments, we focus on evaluat-
ing whether the generated result explanations can (1) provide more information for the users and
(2) attract people to purchase the item in general. Specifically, we follow themethodology proposed
by Wang et al. [60] and create three questions for the annotations of search result explanations in
our laboratory study:

• Q1: Item Information. After reading the search result explanations, have you learned more
about the item we retrieved?

• Q2: Query Information. After reading the search result explanations, have you learned more
about the query and what the relevant items may look like?
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Table 4. The Performance of Search Result Explanations Generated
by DREM in the Laboratory User Study

Dataset Q1: Item information Q2: Query information Q3: Usefulness

Electronics 1.08±0.58 0.65±0.68 0.48±0.69
Kindle Store 0.88±0.60 0.26±0.46 0.40±0.54
CDs & Vinyl 0.93±0.55 0.42±0.53 0.44±0.57

Cell Phones & Accessories 0.85±0.62 0.27±0.47 0.19±0.46
Q1, Q2, and Q3 refer to the questions of whether the explanation provides more information about the item, whether

the explanation provides more information about the query, and whether the explanation is useful in persuading

the user to purchase the item. Each question is answered with three-level annotations: 0 (irrelevant), 1 (fair), and 2

(excellent). For each question and each dataset, we show both the mean and the variance of their evaluation scores.

• Q3: Usefulness. Overall, do you think people would be more likely to purchase the item after
they read the search result explanations?

Annotators are asked to do a 3-level judgment for each question: 0 for irrelevant, 1 for fair, and 2
for excellent. In total, we have 200 annotated sessions in which each session has been judged by
at least two graduate students with master’s or Ph.D. degrees in Computer Science. To the best of
our knowledge, DREM is the first model that can generate search result explanations for product
search, so we only conduct the laboratory study on DREM in this article.
Table 4 shows the overall results of our laboratory study on DREM. As we can see, the average

scores of DREM in Q1 (item information) are approximately 1 on all datasets, which means that the
result explanations provided by DREM usually provide relevant information about the retrieved
items. The average scores of DREM in Q2 (query information), however, are relatively low com-
paring to the scores of Q1. In DREM, we create result explanations by finding paths between users
and items, which are modeled as entities, on a knowledge graph where queries are simply treated
as a dynamic relationship. This approach may impose an emphasis on item modeling and make
the model more likely to retrieve relevant information about the item rather than the query. As for
Q3 (usefulness), DREM achieved a score of 0.48 on Electronics, 0.40 on Kindle Store, 0.44 on CDs &

Vinyl, and 0.19 on Cell Phones & Accessories. While these scores are far from perfect, they indicate
that the result explanations provided by DREM are useful in persuading people to purchase the
corresponding items in general.
To understand the relationship between different evaluation metrics, we further analyze the

distribution of the DREM’s scores in Q1, Q2, and Q3. Figure 6 shows the average Q1 and Q2 scores
of DREM in sessions with different explanation usefulness (i.e., the Q3 scores). Specifically, we
discretize the Q3 scores by labeling the sessions with [0, 0.5) as “0” (irrelevant), [0.5, 1.5) as “1”
(fair), and [1.5, 2] as “2” (excellent). The columns of “2” in Electronics, Kindle Store, and CDs &

Vinyl are missing, because there is no session with excellent result explanations in these datasets.
As we can see, there is a correlation between both the scores of Q1, Q3 and the scores of Q2
and Q3. Useful result explanations (i.e., Q3 scores “1” or “2”) usually provide more information
on the retrieved item (i.e., higher Q1 scores) and the search query (i.e., higher Q2 scores) than
unuseful explanations (i.e., Q3 scores “0”). Figure 7 depicts the percentage of annotated sessions
with different <Q1, Q2> pairs with respect to Q3 scores. Here, we apply the same discretization
strategy to Q1/Q2 scores and treat fair or excellent explanations as positive instances (i.e., Q1+ and
Q2+) and irrelevant explanations as negative instances (i.e., Q1− and Q2−). As shown in Figure 7,
useful result explanations (i.e., Q3 scores equal or greater than 1) almost always provide relevant
item information (i.e., Q1+) or query information (i.e., Q2+). This supports the hypothesis that
result explanations can be useful only when additional information is provided that helps the
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Fig. 6. The average Q1/Q2 scores with respect to different usefulness (i.e., Q3 scores) for the result explana-
tions created by DREM in the laboratory user study. The usefulness of the explanations in each session are
discretized as “0” (irrelevant), “1” (fair), and “2” (excellent).

queries or the retrieved items. Also, even when their usefulness in persuading people to purchase
the items is not good (i.e., Q3 scores are 0), the percentage of result explanations with <Q1−, Q2−>
is lower than 16% in all datasets. This indicates that the result explanations created by DREM can
provide relevant information about the items or the queries in most cases.
In our experiments, we have not observed significant correlation between the retrieval perfor-

mance and the result explanation usefulness on different datasets, but there are some interesting
comments provided by the annotators. First, the annotators find that different entity relationships
could have different value for the generation of result explanations in each dataset. For example,
the relationships of Also_viewed and Also_bought tend to be less useful in Kindle Store and CDs

& Vinyl, because, when the annotators are not familiar with the topic of the retrieved item, they
are also not familiar with the items that are viewed or bought together with the retrieved item.
Also, the annotators note that the relevance of retrieved items could affect their judgment pro-
cess. In our laboratory study, we only sample the result explanations for the first retrieved items
in each sampled search session. In many cases, however, the first retrieved item of DREM is ir-
relevant to the query or not purchased by the user. The annotators find it particularly annoying
when the result explanations are relevant while the actual retrieved items are not. This raises an
interesting question of whether search result explanations should be created according to how
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Fig. 7. The distribution of sessions with different Q1 and Q2 scores with respect to explanation usefulness
(i.e., Q3 scores) in the laboratory user study. The cases where Q1/Q2 scores are larger than 0.5 are treated
as positive (i.e., Q1+/Q2+), while the cases where Q1/Q2 scores are less than 0.5 are treated as negative (i.e.,
Q1−/Q2−).

much we believe that the retrieved items are relevant to the users. We leave these topics for future
studies.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we present our initial attempt to tackle the problem of explainable product search.
We propose a Dynamic Relation Embedding Model that jointly learns embedding representations
for entities/relationships and creates session-dependent knowledge graphs. Empirical experiments
show that our approach significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art product retrieval methods
and has the ability to produce reasonable explanations for search results. This indicates that the
construction of dynamic knowledge graph with multi-relational product data is beneficial for the
effectiveness and explainability of product retrieval models.
We believe that the study of explainable retrieval models is in an early stage and could be fruit-

ful for product search. In DREM, we generate search explanations based on each explanation path
separately. As shown in our laboratory user study, these result explanations are far from perfect.
In practice, it may be preferable to organize and combine multiple explanation paths to create a
single but more persuasive explanation. Also, in our framework, the explanation path extracted by
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the Soft Matching Algorithm is scored by heuristic functions (Equations (13) and (14)), which are
empirically effective but not theoretically principled. How to unify product retrieval and search
explanation in terms of the model design is still an open question, and we believe that one promis-
ing approach is to combine the power of neural embedding models with rule-based knowledge
systems. Last but not least, although it seems intuitive that good result explanations could im-
prove the transaction rate of e-commerce search, their actual effects on online systems are mostly
unknown. Understanding the real impact of explainable search systems and developing effective
evaluation metrics for result explanations are important research problems for the future of e-
commerce search engines. We will explore these topics in future studies.
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